BRANSCOMBE VOICES FROM THE 1940s
2. THE NATURAL WORLD
I was fortunate to grow up in the schoolhouse Branscombe where the wildwood, with its great springtime
dawn chorus of birdsong, began about twenty yards from our back door. In the 1940s our parents were
happy to let my brother Kingsley and me roam freely, provided we didn’t get our feet wet too often. It’s not
surprising that we spent hours and hours exploring this little wood and rambling around in the patch of
countryside that lay beyond it - we called it ‘going up over’- an ideal life for two small boys.
Our patch was the area around the schoolhouse the hill behind it and the valley stretching away to the
north. A network of paths and lanes led us to more extensive woodland, small green fields with vigorous
hedgerows, bramble patches, little pools and swamps down by the stream, disused quarries and bracken
covered hillsides on the higher ground. There were tall trees for climbing, smaller trees and bushes for
tree houses, a sandpit, hiding places, dens and lookouts in our favourite spots......all this was our
playground!
Moving around our patch we knew where to find frogs and frogspawn, tadpoles and newts, butterflies,
moths and dragonflies, rabbits, slow worms, adders and rats. Moles also interested us when they came
into the garden - they really annoyed my father when they damaged the lawn. Mucking about by the
stream we came across all sorts of beetles and bugs and sometimes there was something to eat hazelnuts, clean watercress, field mushrooms, blackberries, elderberries, wild strawberries, wild crab
apples and even eating apples. I’m sure that crab apples must taste better when they are made into jelly.
Out and about throughout the year we noticed seasonal changes in the appearance of our patch - we
knew about the autumn leaf fall and that some trees keep their leaves in winter. Shiny conkers were
collected at Barnells in the autumn as were fallen leaves for garden compost. In winter the old family pram
was useful for bringing home firewood from Hole Copse. Wild daﬀodils and primroses coloured each
spring and every year many house martins and a pair of swifts arrived to nest under our eaves, so our
1940s summers were filled with the sounds of screaming swifts as they raced across the sky chasing
insects and the twitterings of numerous house martins whirling around the house and school - fantastic.
An early edition of the Observer’s Book of British Birds, which I still possess, helped us to recognise
migrants and residents in our patch, their calls and nesting places - chiﬀchaﬀs, willow warblers,
whitethroats, blackcaps, yellowhammers, treecreepers, green woodpeckers, buzzards, jays....... In the
1940s cuckoos were often heard and sometimes seen in Branscombe and one afternoon an exhausted
cuckoo landed on our shed roof near the back door, perhaps it had just flown in from Africa - the poor bird
was flat out and it took some time to recover. These days Devon cuckoos are mainly confined to
Dartmoor.
When we were old enough to ride our bikes around the village the boundary of our known world expanded
to include Street in one direction and the Square in the other, two new ‘districts’ for us, but we began to
spend more of our time around Mill Farm, a working farm just down the hill from the schoolhouse. Now
called Manor Mill, in the 1940s it was the home of David Dowell and with David we explored the cogs and
workings of the old corn mill, the waterwheel and millstream, the fields and woods above Mill Farm and
the old rookery on the hill down towards Branscombe Mouth. At that time this rookery was full of activity
but I believe the rooks moved to a new rookery further up the valley a few years later. There were dippers
bobbing about by the millstream, darting to and from their nest behind the waterwheel, colourful grey
wagtails, chaﬃnches in the orchard and swallows swooping in and out of the barn where they nested year
after year. One snowy winter we had an exciting time sledging on one of the steep fields above the mill.
So with increased mobility, our known world was gradually expanding. Even so, large areas of the parish
remained remote and largely unknown - well beyond the edge of our orbit and only glimpsed from time to
time through the window of the Southern National bus on the rare occasions we travelled from the bus
stop at the Post Oﬃce to Seaton or Sidmouth. On these journeys I wanted to know just where
Branscombe began and ended. After travelling in the bus for some time I would ask about this,“Mum, are
we still in Branscombe?” “I think so”, was her usual reply as the bus trundled on through the countryside.
As far as I remember, I’ve never set foot in Watercombe, Young Coombe (known as Yuncum) or Great
Knowle and I still have little first - hand knowledge of the high ground surrounding the Branscombe
valleys. Along the southern edge of the village the beach at Branscombe Mouth was inaccessible
because it was mined and sealed oﬀ due to the threat of invasion. In the interest of safety we were
forbidden to go near the cliﬀs - a rule we didn’t always observe, but we knew about the dangers.

However, one day it became clear to us that something new was in store. For some reason my father had
decided that he wanted to try his hand at prawning and the best place for that would be the rock pools at
Branscombe Ebb. Lying about half a mile west of Branscombe Mouth, Ebb rocks had a reputation as a
good prawning ground, but we needed to choose a day when the weather and tides were right for us. At
last that time arrived and on a sunny summer morning, accompanied by Grandma age 70+, we all set oﬀ
for Ebb rock pools, the first of many visits. Loaded up with our prawning nets, buckets, packed lunches
and thermoses full of tea we made for the footpath up through Church Copse and out towards the sea.
Suddenly we were there - a small family group on the edge of an enormous cliﬀ over 300 feet above the
sea, admiring the splendid panorama before us - the great sunlit sweep of Lyme Bay, sparkling from the far
south of Devon on our right all the way around to the Dorset coast and distant Portland Bill on our left.
Then, another surprise - a glistening pod of leaping dolphins came into view cutting through the water at
terrific speed, heading up-Channel not far oﬀshore .... a breathtaking sight on such a beautiful morning.
After a pause came the questions. Is a dolphin a fish? Can we name places and landmarks around the
bay? Why are the cliﬀs so red? - a cue for another favourite book - ‘Britain’s Structure and Scenery’ by
Dudley Stamp, first published in 1946. How far is it to Portland over there? to France across there? and
what about Torquay, Dartmoor, America in the other direction.....? So much to take in - a whole new
geography!
But we couldn’t stay up there for long - we were working to a timetable, one based on the tides - you can’t
find prawns when the rock pools are covered, you need to go at low tide when they are exposed. We
knew about this timing for the day of our visit from my father’s enquiries in the village. I suppose that
today he would just look up tide tables online.
With seagulls wheeling overhead we slowly wound our way down the narrow cliﬀ path passing some cliﬀ
gardens (further questions) on the way. We reached the rock pools as they were opening up on the falling
tide. Our timing was good and having ‘caught the tide’ we quickly set about the task of catching prawns.
This was not easy because prawns are very crafty - they are smart movers, especially when they suddenly
jump backwards or sideways. Sensing the slightest disturbance in their pool they can rapidly conceal
themselves in crevices and your net comes out of the water full of seaweed and small stones - you
certainly need patience! Getting a good catch is quite an art and it took some time to work out just where
to go on the rocks and how to use a net to get the better of these elusive creatures.
There were more questions - the mystery of the tides, the marine creatures and seaweeds in the rock
pools, the odd behaviour of hermit crabs and....how did those limpets attach themselves so firmly to their
rocks? As always, my father was a reliable source of information and he turned out to be pretty good at
prawning - wading around in the rock pools, prawning net in hand and trousers rolled up to his knees.
After a few hours of this the tide turned and gradually the rock pools began to disappear, a clear signal
that it was time for us to go home. So we packed up and keeping a watchful eye on Grandma, trudged
up the steep cliﬀ path. At the top, a pause for breath and a last look back over Lyme Bay - still sunlit and
gleaming..... Then, on our way down past some huge beech trees at the top of the Church Copse footpath
my father said “Look down there, you see that nothing much grows under beeches”. This is something
I’ve noticed about other beech hangers over the years, but the carpets of bluebells under beeches in the
Chiltern Hills year after year in early May were a delight. Arriving back at the schoolhouse we reflected on
an exciting but tiring day which had shown us new aspects of Branscombe, an attractive extension of our
known world and much speculation about what lay over the horizon.
Looking back on these early memories I can see that over time my mental map, my personal geography of
Branscombe, emerged and gradually enlarged. Attachment to our patch around the schoolhouse in the
early 1940s gave us a feeling of security when we knew that a terrible war was raging in the wider world.
As for the longer term, I am aware that the experiences I’ve described have helped to shape some lifelong
interests, the course of my education, working life and identity.
Now, after seventy - five summers, are house martins and swifts still nesting under the eaves? Are there
dippers down by the waterwheel? What has happened to the Devon cuckoos and the dolphins? Do
people still go prawning at Branscombe Ebb? Do Branscombe children still ramble around their patches
discovering the natural world?
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